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ABSTRACT 
Starting 15 June 2020, a shallow earthquake swarm occurred in the Nateekin River valley just east 
of Makushin Volcano of Unalaska Island, Alaska, U.S.A. Focal mechanism determinations were 
made on the larger earthquake events. These correlated with four known fault groups originally rec-
ognized during 1980-85 field work in this region. These are (a) numerous N 54° W ± striking nor-
mal faults, (b) prominent N 74° W ± striking normal faults, (c) N 50° E ± strike-slip faults, and (d) 
a N 36° E ± striking reverse faults. These fault groups correlate with known dikes for the region, 
which suggest magmatic intrusions are associated with this earthquake swarm. These faults reflect a 
predictable fault structure for a regional maximum horizontal tectonic stress direction of N 54° W ± 
with a localized spreading rift zone associated with Makushin Volcano that is striking N 74° W ±. 
This rift zone has a reactivated landslide and numerous nearby small landslides caused by this June/
July earthquake swarm. This swarm sheds insight into the faulting, volcanic and geothermal pro-
cesses of the region.   

Key words:  Shallow earthquake swarm in a volcanic rift zone; four different seismic focal (fault) 
mechanisms recognized; associated active faults and landslides observed; related Holocene dikes 
and volcanic activity; regional maximum horizontal tectonic stress and magmatic processes; exten-
sive geothermal resources. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Situation 

On 15 June 2020 two 4.1 local magnitude (ml) shal-

low earthquakes occurred within four hours of each 

other on two different fault types in the upper Na-

teekin River valley just ESE of Makushin Volcano, 

Unalaska Island, Alaska, U.S.A. Over 1400 earth-

quakes followed as a cluster within five months of the 

first and largest 21:16:48 2020/06/15 UTC 4.19± ml 

event (Alaska Volcano Observatory {AVO} and 

Alaska Earthquake Center) with nearly 50% of the 

earthquakes occurring within the first 48 hours. Focal

-fault mechanism determinations for the larger earth-

quakes of June and one in July done manually by the 

author fell into four fault types. These fault types ap-

pear to correlate with suspected Holocene faults that 

were recognized by the author in the Nateekin River 

valley back in 1981 through 1984. In addition, reacti-

vation of an old landslide in the mid Nateekin River 

valley during the time of this earthquake swarm is 

positioned at the intersection of two of these observed 

fault types. This suggests that the earthquake swarm 

is associated with faults that are actually rupturing the 

surface. If this is correct, the hypocenter locations are 

actually shallower than indicated by the seismic data 

and also the epicenters are further east than indicated 

by AVO. This paper presents evidence for these ob-

served active faults, observed landslides and suspect-

ed magmatic dike-growths as being associated with 

this Nateekin 2020 earthquake swarm. 

 

1.2.  The Original Geologic and Geothermal Inves-

tigations 

The author identified in detail major geothermal areas 

on the flanks of Makushin Volcano in 1980 [1, 2] and 

initiated at that time detailed geologic investigations 

for the entire northern Unalaska Island. In coopera-

tion with The Alaska Power Authority and their con-

tracted Republic Geothermal Inc., a site originally 

identified by Reeder [3] for drilling an exploratory 

geothermal well was implemented, which was la-

belled ST-1 by Republic Geothermal Inc. This well 

was drilled during the summer of 1983 to a depth of 

593 m where it encountered a large water-dominated 

reservoir at 195ᴼ C (Figures 1 and 2). The well had 

flow test performed in 1983 and again in 1984 that 

indicated a reservoir mass water-equivalent volume 

of 3.1 km³ [4, 5, 6], which makes it of world class! 

Figure 1. 17 August 1983 view of the initial opening 

of the Republic Geothermal, Inc. geothermal discov-

ery well ST-1 for its first flow test. The discovery 

well is located just south of fumarole field no. 1, Fig-

ure 2.  

Figure 2. A generalized geologic map of the northern 

part of Unalaska Island showing suspected active 

faults, fumarole fields and hot springs, and Holocene 

volcanic vents. The A to B represents the Ab fault 

zone of Makushin Volcano. The June 2020 earth-

quake epicenters great than 1.7 ml are indicated in 

red.  
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The ST-1 site was near geothermal field no. 1 (Figure 

2) and represents the approximate intersection of two 

suspected active faults. Both faults appeared to show 

signs of active faulting. One with an ENE dominantly 

strike-slip motion is just south of the Makushin Val-

ley and it extends through the fumarole field no. 1 to 

the west. A similar parallel fault exists just north of 

the Makushin Valley that extends through the small 

fumarole field no. 8 and through the Quaternary 

Sugarloaf volcanic cone. The other significant inter-

secting "geothermal discovery well" fault strikes N 

54° W with a 55° dip to the SW (Figure 3). This fault 

cuts across a more steeply dipping basaltic dike with 

nearly the same strike. It has a meter high scarp as 

shown on a previously glaciated ridge, which is why 

the author considered it to be an active fault and pos-

sibly a prime indicator for determining a geothermal 

drill site. It was later called the Geothermal Discovery 

Well Fault. The actual age of the dike that was cut is 

unknown (rock samples of the dike are at the Alaska 

Geologic Materials Center, labelled UN-42-R-82). 

Again, a similar parallel fault was recognized extend-

ing into fumarole field no. 8 and the Sugarloaf cone 

(Figure 2), which suggest a regional repeating struc-

tural pattern.  

Figure 3. The Geothermal Discovery Well Fault that 

strikes N 54ᴼ W and dips 55ᴼ SW as a normal fault. It 

indicates a 6.6 m total dip offset of the near parallel 

basalt dike with a 1 m scarp shown on the glaciated 

ridge. The basaltic dike is about 1 meter thick. The 

location of this 8 August 1982 looking NW view is 

indicated in Figure 4. 

 

Recognized active faults throughout the northern part 

of Unalaska Island were identified from 1980 through 

1985 as summarized in Figure 2. Drafts of these de-

tailed maps are all at the Alaska Geologic Materials 

Center along with all corresponding rock samples and 

related data. Republic Geothermal Inc. freely used 

these early drafts for their 1983 project report to the 

Alaska Power Authority (State of Alaska contract CC

-08-2334). 

 

The identification of active faults would be particular-

ly important for locating any possible hydrothermal 

system in any dynamic volcanic and tectonic terrain. 

Such hydrothermal systems if they exist would have a 

short life unless fracturing is actively occurring to 

keep such systems from sealing into non-existence 

[7]. The ST-1 hydrothermal discovery well was locat-

ed on the intersection of two suspected active Holo-

cene faults. This well  tapped into an incredibly large 

200ᴼ C 13 km³ water-dominated hydrothermal sys-

tem. My original and simplest interpretation for the 

location of such a large reservoir was within the Ma-

kushin caldera complex itself, which is strongly sup-

ported by complete Bouguer gravity data for the re-

gion [6, 8]. The top of the Makushin Volcano caldera 

for example has a complete Bouguer gravity of only 

88.6 milligals. The ST-1 site has a 138.2 milligals 

high, which is in general high for the immediate re-

gion.   

 

The fracturing of bedrock is extensive throughout the 

region [9] and such crust could contain other large 

reservoirs as well. This is also suggested by the gravi-

ty data. For example, the second lowest complete 

Bouguer depression similar to the Makushin Volcano 

caldera occurs in the upper Nateekin River valley 

with a 109.2 milligals depression low (Figure 4). This 

gravity anomaly low extends with a SW axis orienta-

tion into the mountainous region to the south. It might 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_7
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reflect an ancient highly fractured volcanic caldera 

that could contain a major hydrothermal system. The 

area is S 55° E of the Makushin caldera summit by 

only 10 km. Shallow seismic activity occurs at this 

low gravity anomaly (AVO catalog) [10]. In addition, 

numerous shallow crustal magmatic heat sources are 

also suspected based on regional crustal uplifts just 

east of the eastern flank of Makushin Volcano [11] in 

the region of the ST-1 geothermal well. Shallow seis-

mic earthquake activity and seismic tomography data 

for the region ESE of Makushin Volcano extend 

through much of the Nateekin River basin. They indi-

cate possible shallow (7 km) regional magmatic heat 

sources [12, 13], which includes most of the Nateekin 

drainage basin. But, based on extensive searches dur-

ing 1980 - 1985 throughout the entire northern Una-

laska Island, no surface heat anomalies are known 

except for the immediate fumarole and hot springs of 

and on the immediate flanks of Makushin Volcano; 

that is except for a small far away Summer Bay warm 

spring just six kms NE of the City of Unalaska 

(Figure 2) [1, 14, 15]. 

 

    

With the Alaska Power Authority accepting the ST-1 

proposed drill site and then its eventual success, my 

1981 and 1982 geologic mapping was extended into 

the upper and middle Nateekin River valley in 1983 

and 1984. The prominent Point Kadin NNW striking 

Holocene rift zone on the WNW flank of Makushin 

Volcano had been well established by Drewes et al. 

[1]. My work established an A to B extension of this 

rift zone (see Figure 2) as principally a N 74° W zone 

of normal steeply dipping faults and corresponding 

dikes, which extended from fumarole field no. 2 on 

the east flank of Makushin Volcano to the head of 

Captains Bay only 8 km SE of the City Unalaska. 

This A to B fault zone, called here the Ab fault zone 

is masked by extensive bedrock alteration of the Una-

laska Formation that is exposed throughout much of 

the Nateekin River valley. This alteration is to the 

extent that faults were principally recognized by off-

sets of dikes and sills found within this Unalaska For-

mation. In fact, the lack of identified faults in the 

main geothermal fields by others [16, 17] could be 

explained by this extensive extreme alteration of bed-

rock as well as by the lack of detailed regional geo-

logic investigations. 

Figure 4. The focal mechanism determinations for the 15 June 2020 through July 2020 Nateekin valley earthquake swarm. Epicenter 

locations are shown in red. The two largest earthquake epicenters for the 9-16 August 1981 Nateekin valley earthquake are indicated in 

bright green along with the Composite August 1981 focal mechanism determination. The location of the complete Bouguer anomaly low 

is shown just south of the upper Nateekin River basin. Only actual Holocene faults observed that relate to seismic data are shown. Nu-

merous dikes and active faults were observed. The location of the Nateekin volcanic dome (yellow asterisk), the mid Nateekin valley 

2020 reactivated landslide the ST-1 discovery well is also shown. 
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2. THE 2020 NATEEKIN RIVER VALLEY 

EARTHQUAKE SWARM 

2.1. The earthquake swarm 

The June 2020 epicenters for the Nateekin valley 

earthquake swarm are shown in red in Figure 2 for the 

1.7 ml (Richter local magnitude) events and larger as 

based on epicenters determined by the AVO. A fairly 

dense seismic network (8 seismograph stations in the 

northeastern Unalaska Island region) was used along 

with other more regional NOAA and USGS stations. 

These AVO stations were calibrated for the Makushin 

Volcano region in contrast to the more regional crus-

tal models used by the Alaska Earthquake Center 

(Univ. Alaska Fairbanks), National Earthquake Infor-

mation Center (USGS) and Pacific Tsunami Warning 

Center (NOAA). The AVO epicenter results appear to 

correlate more with my observed faults than does the 

Alaska Earthquake Center epicenters. Both epicenter 

data sets appear to cluster more toward Makushin 

Volcano region than what my field data indicates 

should have been the case. For the purpose of this 

report, I used the AVO data furnished by John Power 

(of U. S. Geological Survey; personal communica-

tion, April 2021) as the more accurate epicenter data 

set. 

 

2.2.  Focal (fault) mechanism determinations 

Focal (fault) mechanism determinations for earth-

quakes principally larger than 2.7 ml were determined 

by hand for the June and July earthquake swarm. The 

results are shown in Figure 4. I used Lahr [18] and 

Klein [19] to interpret the AVO data base. Epicenters 

of lower ml were not usually considered trustworthy 

due to the lack of consistent focal mechanism results. 

This limitation might be due to the influence of mag-

matic dike/sill intrusion being dominated by the 

smaller earthquakes [13]. But more likely, it was due 

to the extensive hydrothermal alteration of the crust 

observed throughout this region. Eleven focal (fault) 

mechanisms were determined for 15 June to the end 

of June as shown in Figure 4.  Only one focal (fault) 

mechanism determination was made for the largest  

July event; a 3.05 ml on the 19th at 03:21:09.  

 

These 12 focal (fault) mechanisms are shown in red 

(Figure 4). They are part of  two epicenter clusters, 

one that is more scattered in the mid Nateekin valley 

with a rough NW orientation and the other with a 

much more linear N 62° W ± orientation in the moun-

tainous region just north of the upper Nateekin River 

valley but south of the Makushin Valley to the north. 

Of these focal mechanism determinations, the fault 

planes that actually reflect observed faults in the im-

mediate area are indicated by the larger print on the 

lower focal-sphere projections.   

 

In addition, an interesting earthquake composite focal 

mechanism determination is included in Figure 4 [20] 

for an August 1981 earthquake cluster that occurred 

just east of the 2020 earthquake cluster. These 1981 

events are indicated in green for the larger two 

events; 2.4 and 2.6 ml (Figure 4). They fall on a 

prominent N 65° E left-lateral strike-slip fault that is 

discussed in the latter part of Section 3.4. 

 

Other shallow earthquakes and earthquake swarms 

have been detected in this region between 1996 to 

present (AVO catalog) [12, 13, 21, 22]. They are of 

interest especially given the number of faults and 

dikes recognized throughout the Nateekin drainage as 

well as throughout the NE region of Unalaska Island 

[9]. But this interesting data is beyond the immediate 

scope of this report. 

 

2.3.  The four focal (fault) mechanism types recog-

nized 

Four types of focal (fault) mechanism groups for the 

June and July 2020 earthquake swarm were recog-

nized. These groups include:  (a) a N 54ᴼ W ± normal 

fault with a 44° ± dip to the SW with a slight right-

lateral component (strike 126, dip 44, rake -129) as 

represented by the first and largest 4.19 ml at 

2020/06/15 21:16:49 UTC; (b) a N 74ᴼ W ± normal 

fault with a steep dip to the south and a very slight 

right-lateral component (strike 106, dip 52, rake -118) 

as represented by the second largest 4.12 ml at 

2020/06/16 00:34:14; (c) a N 51.5° E ± right-lateral 

strike-slip (strike 231.5, dip 80, rake +165) as repre-

sented by the largest 3.1 ml right-lateral at 

2020/06/16 15:36:45; and (d) a reverse fault striking 

N 36ᴼ E ± with a dip 60° NW ± (strike 216.5, dipping 

62, rake +90) as represented by the largest 3.77 
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ml reverse at 2020/06/29 02:02:36. There are 

also different faults involved within each group 

that were roughly parallel to each other, which is 

supported by field data. Collectively, these all 

caused the June/July Nateekin valley earthquake 

swarm. 

 

The second (b) group, the steeply S dipping N 

74ᴼ W ± striking normal fault group, is the most 

common earthquake type. Yet this (b) group pro-

duced only the second largest earthquake, a 4.12 

ml just 3 hours 17.4 minutes after the largest 

4.19 ml of the first group, the (a) group. This 

second (b) group dominates the mid to upper Na-

teekin valley earthquake cluster and is also ob-

served in the more NW cluster (Figure 4). The 

first group only occurred in the NW cluster and 

appears to be an actual fault "off-shoot" from the 

Point Kadin - Ab  N 74° W ± striking Makushin 

Volcano rift zone (Figure 2).  The largest strike-

slip fault, the 3.1 ml at 2020/06/16 15:36:45, ap-

pears to be separating these two clusters. The 

largest reverse fault, the 3.77 ml at 2020/06/29 

02:02:36, then represents the NW limit of the 

NW cluster. 

 

3. FAULTS RECOGNIZED IN THE FIELD 

3.1. The faults  

Numerous basaltic and andesitic dikes and cross-

cutting faults of numerous orientations were ob-

served in the northern Unalaska Island region 

[9]. Of prime importance, all four of these 2020 

fault groups were observed back in 1980-1985 

and at that time were suspected to be active. Ac-

tive faults were even observed in the Nateekin 

valley that appear to relate directly to the 2020 

June/July Nateekin earthquake swarm.  In addi-

tion an active strike-slip fault was also mapped 

that related directly to an earlier 1981 August 6-

11 Nateekin valley earthquake swarm detected 

by the Lamont Observatory Seismic network 

[20]. These are all indicated in Figure 4. 

 

3.2. The N 54° W ± normal fault group 

Of the first group, the N 54ᴼ W ± striking normal 

fault dipping 55° ± SW (Figure 3 and 4) is the 

fault used to locate the ST-1 geothermal discov-

ery well. The 4.19 ml of this first group is locat-

ed just to the east behind this view of the Geo-

thermal Discovery Well Fault (Figure 4). This 

4.19 ml event had a hypocenter depth of about 

8.6 km (AVO catalog). Given the extensive al-

teration of the bedrock of this region, the veloci-

ty model used by AVO could be off for earth-

quake events for this region. This could easily 

effect epicenter locations and especially hypo-

center depths. The actual hypocenter depth could 

be much less and the associated fault could be 

easily breaking the ground surface. I strongly 

suspect this fault was involved in generating the 

4.19 event. If not, it was caused by a similar par-

allel fault.   

 

3.3. The N 74° W ± group 

The most common focal (fault) mechanism 

group was the N 74° W ± group having a steep 

dip to the SW. The first fault of this group ob-

served in the Nateekin valley was mid valley in 

July 1982 as shown in Figure 5. The terrain is 

very rough and steep with the fault being ex-

posed in an eroded ravine as shown. The normal 

fault was striking N 70ᴼ W with a steep dip to 

the S. A basaltic sill was offset by at least 5 ver-

tical meters. The fault was at the time suspected 

to be active although no fault scarp was detected 

above the ravine. During this 1982 reconnais-

sance, three parallel N 70° W ± steeply dipping 

normal faults were recognized, which are indi-

cated on the amazing aerial (drone) view of Fig-

ure 6 taken by Andy Dietrick in November 2019 

(Aleutian Aerial LLC). 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_9
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Figure 5. 1 August 1983 view of the N 70ᴼ W 

striking normal fault dipping 76ᴼ S on the eastern 

ravine exposure in mid Nateekin River valley just 

1 km SW from the head scarp of the 2020 land-

slide, Figure 4 and 6. Geologist Kirk Swanson tak-

ing a sample of the basaltic sill that has been dis-

placed by at least 5 vertical meters.  

Figure 6. Early November 2019 drone view by Andy 

Dietrick of Unalaska (Aleutian Aerial LLC) looking 

WSW of the mid Nateekin River valley of an old 

landslide in the middle of the view. Active faults 

shown on Figure 2 and 4 that were discussed in this 

report are shown in red. The location of Figure 5 is 

located at a steeply S dipping N 70ᴼ W normal fault 

outlined by the steep red line to the far left. 

 

3.4. The N 50ᴼ E ± strike-slip fault group 

One of the most obviously active strike-slip faults of 

the region, similar to the N 50ᴼ E strike-slip focal 

(fault) mechanism determined for the Nateekin val-

ley, was observed in the Portage Bay and Captains 

Bay pass just south of the Shaisnikof River drainage. 

Actual ground breakage was observed on this and on 

the corresponding intersecting N 80° E right-lateral 

strike-slip fault (Figures 2 and 7). This is a very 

steeply dipping to the NW left-lateral strike-slip fault 

striking N 50ᴼ E with a slight reverse component. 

This fault extends through the pass and also appears 

to extend along the south side of Captains Bay. It has 

been mapped across Unalaska Valley and then to the 

south edge of Summer Bay Lake near the Summer 

Bay warm spring [15]. Just the existence of a warm 

spring suggests this fault might be active. The region-

al extent of this fault suggests it is tectonic in nature. 

It would fit into the interesting strike-slip zone of the 

arc [23, 24]. 

 

A prominent N 51ᴼ E strike-slip fault was also recog-

nized in the mid Nateekin valley area recognized 

by  small offsets of nearly vertical dikes. It was rec-

ognized initially on the steep south facing slope just 

south and out of view of the Figure 5 fault exposure 

that is indicated on Figure 6. The fault is a right lat-

eral strike-slip and would fit into the right-lateral N 

50° E ± focal (fault) mechanism group. It cuts 

through the large Nateekin landslide and has an ob-

served steep dip of 80ᴼ NW with a small reverse 

component (rake +165). The N 51.5ᴼ E focal mecha-

nism fault of 2020/06/16 15:36:45 had a 3.1 ml 

(Figure 4) and a hypocenter depth of 8.27 km. The 

epicenter of this 3.1 ml event is just 2 km west of this 

fault (Figure 4). Again given the extensive hydrother-

mal alteration of the Unalaska Formation throughout 

this region as shown for example in the head scarp of 

the Nateekin landslide, the travel times of earthquake 

waves can vary extensively. As a result, epicenter 

locations would be expected to be off and depth con-

trol even more so. Having localized landslides at/near 

this strike-slip fault strongly increases the geologic 

argument that it probably is the cause of the 

2020/06/16 15:36:45 event (See Section 4).   

 

 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_15
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_23
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Of interest, other additional strike-slip faults were 

identified (as shown in Figure 4) in the mid Na-

teekin  valley just upstream and downstream of the 

Figure 6 faults and landslide. These have slightly dif-

ferent strikes and even unexpected motions. There is 

an immediate strike-slip right-lateral fault just across 

the Nateekin River to the east from Figure 6 that 

strikes N 60° E with an 85ᴼ NW dip with a slight re-

verse component (Figures 4 and 8). The 2020/06/24 

07:35:40 2.15 ml event occurred just east of this N 

60° E fault at a depth of 8.5 km. Its focal (fault) 

mechanism has a N 61ᴼ E right-lateral strike, vertical 

dip and 0 rake. Determinations of focal mechanisms 

for such small magnitude earthquakes involves weak-

er seismic signals and therefore poorer first P-wave 

polarity direction determinations. But this event was 

of prime location and interest. A focal mechanism 

determination was attempted and fortunately was 

achievable with fair confidence. But most likely the 

dip is not exactly vertical and the rake is not exactly 

0 and should be a small plus value. 

 

The other downstream observed strike-slip fault is 

further east. It has a N 65° E strike with a 70ᴼ SE dip 

with again a slight reverse component (Figures 4 and 

8). This possibly reflects a more perpendicular true 

maximum horizontal tectonic stress direction of N 

45° W that was originally identified by Nakamura for 

the region [23, 24]. This could be due to a more rigid 

crust because of the lack of significant shallow mag-

ma bodies in this immediate area. This fault was ob-

served to be a left-lateral fault. The Nateekin 2020 

earthquake swarm did not involve this type of fault 

motion. But a 6-11 August 1981 earthquake swarm 

observed by the Lamont Observatory seismic net-

work [20] does have this motion and these 1981 epi-

centers  located on the fault. The epicenter locations 

of the two larger events of this 1981 swarm are 

shown as bright green in Figure 4. These larger 

events were a 2.4 ml at a depth of 4.6 km and then a 

2.6 ml at a depth of only 0.5 km. The composite focal 

(fault) mechanism determination for the entire swarm 

had a strike of N 65.5° E with a 68ᴼ SE dip and a 

rake of +155° (Figure 4). This would be a left lateral 

N 65.5ᴼ E strike-slip fault with a 68° SE dip with a 

slight reverse component. Left-lateral movement of 

this fault is probably the cause of the 6-11 August 

1981 Nateekin shallow earthquake swarm. The left-

lateral movement might be due to nearby NW orient-

ed dike growth. 

 

Another left-lateral strike-slip fault was observed 

about 5 km along the main Nateekin River upstream 

from the reactivated landslide (Figures 4 and 6) and 

is located just east of the actual epicenter location of 

the 2020/06/16 15:36:45 right-lateral strike-slip 3.1 

ml event. The fault is not only well exposed on the 

north bank of the Nateekin River but actually appears 

to have offset the river channel by about 10 meters 

left-laterally.  In general, the river also has a WSW 

trend upstream of the fault for at least a km where at 

the fault it abruptly changes to this WSW trend. Of 

possible importance, this fault is well recognized to 

extend to the SW on air photographs and it trends 

into the large complete Bouguer gravity low anomaly 

of 109.2 milligals (Figure 4). Again, maybe this left-

lateral motion is due to extensive ongoing NW ori-

ented dike growth near the Makushin Volcano. 

 

3.5. The N 36° E ± reverse fault group 

One of the best exposures of a reverse fault similar to 

the reverse (fault) mechanism group determined for 

the Nateekin River valley was observed on the NNE 

flank of Makushin Volcano (Figure 9) with locations 

shown on Figures 2 and 4. This reverse fault strikes 

N 27° E ± with a dip of 60ᴼ ± NW. It has a displace-

ment of over 8 meters vertical. Because this fault ap-

pears to extend into Makushin caldera, it was consid-

ered active. It also appears to extend further SSW to 

the active fumarole field no. 5 on the southern flank 

of Makushin Volcano, Figure 2. This fumarole also 

suggests the fault is active. Numerous similar N 36° 

E ± reverse faults were mapped and/or based on line-

ar land features [25] on the eastern through southern 

region of Makushin Volcano as well as in the Na-

teekin River valley. The observed faults near Ma-

kushin Volcano extended from the southern Reese 

Bay through the fumarole areas 8, 1, 2 and 3 as well 

as down through Glacier Valley (also called Ma-

kushin Bay valley). Unfortunately, the extensive hy-

drothermal alteration of the bedrock helps prevent the 

recognition of most faults in this region (Figure 2) 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_23
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_24
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_20
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[9]. They are perpendicular to the recognized N 55ᴼ 

W ± maximum horizontal tectonic stress direction 

[24] whereas the N 27° E ± fault is more perpendicu-

lar to the Point Kadin rift zone of Makushin Volcano. 

 

3.6. Other active fault types not associated with 

the Nateekin 2020 earthquake swarm 

The Figure 7 site is an active fault striking N 80ᴼ E 

with a 78ᴼ S dip. This interesting right-lateral strike 

slip fault with a reverse component does not fit into 

any of the recognized 2020 Nateekin shallow earth-

quake swarm groups. But this type was detected by 

focal mechanism determinations of several earth-

quakes in the upper Nateekin Valley by McNutt and 

Sanchez [21] between 1 August 1996 and 30 Sept 

1998. I never recognized this group of faults in the 

Nateekin Valley during my 1980s field investiga-

tions, which may indicate my field work is still in-

complete. But this type coincides with the ENE par-

allel fault that intersects the Geothermal Discovery 

Well Fault at ST-1 and at fumarole field no. 1 

(Figures 2, 3 and 4). This fault type did not generate 

earthquakes at the time of the 2020 Nateekin earth-

quake swarm.  It has had definite Holocene activity 

by showing disrupted soils and vegetation along its 

surface with a minor scarp of tens of cm on its upside 

(to south). Again, this is one of the main reasons I 

selected the ST-1 site because it was the intersection 

of two suspected Holocene faults; this type and one 

amongst the N 54° W± group. It also points to the 

important fact that numerous active faults exist in this 

region that are not included in the four groups recog-

nized in the 2020 earthquake swarm. 

Figure 7. Geologist David Edge and resident Abi 

Woodbridge on the active N 80ᴼ E striking right-

lateral strike-slip fault at the Captains Bay to Portage 

Bay pass on 18 August 1982. This  location (Figure 

2) is at the USR short period vertical seismograph 

station operated by Lamont Observatory (Jacob and 

Boyd, 1985). 

 

4. LANDSLIDES 

4.1. A large reactivated landslide at the time of the 

2020 earthquake cluster 

The old reactivated landslide indicated on Figure 6 

does appear on old U. S. National Archives air photo-

graphs dated 26 September 1950 (U. S. Geological 

Survey). The landslide on these old air photographs 

is smaller although its head scarp region was unfortu-

nately partly covered with clouds. In its toe region it 

was definitely inactive where the old photographs 

had a healthy cover of grass/vegetation. In 1982, I 

walked both the head scarp and base regions of this 

old landslide looking for faults and hot spots. At that 

time it was not active with the toe being extensively 

covered with vegetation and the head scarp indicating 

no recent exposed soil (unconsolidated materials). 

The observed strike-slip fault of 1982 crosses above 

the narrow neck of the main body of the landslide 

with this fault well below the main head scarp 

(Figure 6). I suspected another N 70ᴼ W ± fault in the 

main ravine of this landslide, but I had difficulty get-

ting to all parts of this slide and did not detect such a 

fault. 

 

The Lamont Observatory earthquake swarm located 

just to the ESE on August 6-11, 1981, did not reacti-

vate this old landslide. The landslide also showed no 

sign of reactivation on air photographs obtain on 1 

August 1982 by Northern Aerial Surveys Inc. for the 

State of Alaska as part of my State of Alaska geother-

mal project. The Nov. 2019 view by Andy Die-

trick  does suggest some reactivation had begun in 

the past due to the lack of any significant bare soil 

and dead vegetation, therefore the time of this reacti-

vation must have been at least several years before 

November 2019. Small earthquakes have been 

known to be fairly common in the Nateekin River 

valley since 1996 (AVO catalog) [12, 13, 22]. In fact 

several NE or NW strike-slip focal mechanisms were 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_24
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first determined for shallow earthquakes in the 

upper Nateekin River valley between August 

1996 and September 1998 [21] with a prominent 

composite N 70° E strike-slip component along 

with numerous other shallow earthquakes in the 

region. November 2019 view of the landslide 

does indicate the head scarp has enlarged since 

the time of my 1982-84 visits, which most likely 

occurred sometime between 1985 and 2018. The 

just mentioned numerous earthquakes during this 

time period could have enlarged this landslide. 

But the views captured by recent aerial (Figure 

10(a); Google "2019 and more recent" (i.e., sum-

mer 2020)) indicates significant enlargement of 

the upper head scarp, pronounced downward 

movement of the main body at the strike-slip 

fault location and with extensive debris accumu-

lation in the toe region that actually reached the 

Nateekin River at its SE toe. This recent reacti-

vation looks very recent given all of the bare soil 

and debris lobes in the lower part of the slide. 

The google photographs would predate the late 

fall of 2020 and I suspect such movement did 

occur during the main 2020 Nateekin earthquake 

swarm of June. But no documented exact date of 

this significant landslide event exists. The Figure 

10(b) aerial view (mid-summer 2021) indicates 

the 2020 displaced vegetation has died and the 

slide had been extensively eroded at its SE toe 

by the Nateekin River. Debris is still being car-

ried to this toe by fluvial as well as alluvial pro-

cesses. The large NE toe appears to have en-

larged only slightly if at all. This NE toe might 

still reach the river in the near future, especially 

if the main body of the landslides below the head 

scarp comes down. 

 

4.2. New smaller landslides at the time of the 

2020 earthquake cluster 

Of significance, other smaller landslides oc-

curred and appear to be all fairly fresh on the 

recent satellite image from Google (Figure 10a). 

These smaller landslides all occurred to the east 

(downstream) of this large landslide of Figure 6. 

They occur on both sides of the Nateekin River 

on only the steep ravine slopes. For example, 

some of the larger of these appear in the upper 

northern view of Figure 10(a). These small slides 

are no longer fresh in appearance in Figure 10

(b). The fact they all occur in the mid Nateekin 

Valley suggest they are related to the same local 

cause, i.e., earthquake and/or weather. But thun-

derstorms are rare in this region and rainfalls are 

usually very regional. Therefore a local earth-

quake would be the most likely cause. 

 

4.3. Active faults and landslide association 

With all of the Holocene fault scarps in this re-

gion, extensive landslides associated with faults 

and earthquakes should not be a surprise. Dave 

Keefer of the U. S. Geological Survey in Menlo 

Park for example has been studying earthquake 

caused landslides most of his life [26] and has 

even documented many such landslides for Alas-

ka. Active faults play a key role in controlling 

the location of active landslides [27]. In my own 

studies of geothermal resources, I use landslides 

and linear fault scarps as a tool for identifying 

active faults [28]. The recognition of such faults 

and especially their intersection in an active vol-

canic region is a powerful tool for identifying 

geothermal targets. That is exactly what I did to 

determine the ST-1 site in 1981/82 for Unalaska 

Island, which fortunately Republic Geothermal 

Inc. and the Alaska Power Authority agreed to 

use as their drill site. Just the existence of this 

large mid Nateekin Valley reactivated landslide 

at the vicinity of my 1982/83 suspected active 

faults only raises a "red flag" for the involvement 

of the recent June and July 2020 Nateekin earth-

quake swarm. 
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5. NATEEKIN DIKES AND VOLCANIC 

DOME 

5.1. The Nateekin dome and associated flows 

Of interest, the N 65.5° E left-lateral strike-slip 

fault (Section 3.4) is just WNW of a large unglaci-

ated Holocene volcanic dome/vent with associated 

flows that were originally described by Drewes et 

al. [1]. This dome has several lava flows with the 

largest extending down to the floor of the Nateekin 

valley (Figure 8). The fault appears to actually dip 

into this vent at depth!  The dome consists domi-

nantly of basalt. U-2-R-82 is a representative large 

sample collected on 1 Aug 1982 at the very top of 

this dome, which is at the Alaska Geologic Materi-

als Center. Although extensive and often large ap-

litic quartz-rich xenoliths occurred in this dome, 

they are not part of this U-2-R-82 sample. No iso-

tope age date has been attempted for this sample. 

The dome is unglaciated and has several associat-

ed lava flows of different relative ages. The most 

recent flows are the smaller that flowed almost 

directly west. Based on the lack of significant ero-

sion of their toes by mountain streams, they are 

probably mid-Holocene (about 4,000 years before 

present). But the main unglaciated flow is the one 

that extended down the entire mountain slope to 

the Nateekin valley bottom. Its western side has 

been eroded by a highly active mountain stream. 

The resulting eroded steep slopes of this flow ap-

pear to be very stable and very resistant to erosion. 

I would estimate roughly that at least 8,000 years 

would have been required to have eroded the re-

sulting canyon (i.e., most of the Holocene). No 

erosional degradation curves have been estab-

lished for volcanic flow surfaces for this region 

and it is questionable whether such attempts would 

be feasible [29]. My estimates are probably as 

good as one can determine. A previous flow that 

appears associated with the Nateekin dome 

crossed the entire Nateekin Valley floor to its 

north side. This pre-Holocene flow has been ex-

tensively glaciated and has been mostly eroded 

away. 

Figure 8. View of the Nateekin dome (yellow star) and associated flows (yellow arrows) looking SE across the 

Nateekin River valley from the opposite valley side by John Reeder on 2 August 1983. The recognized lower 

right-lateral strike-slip (N 60° E with an 85ᴼ NW dip) fault is indicated in red. The upper recognized near dome 

left-lateral strike-slip (N 65° E strike with a 70ᴼ SE dip) fault is indicated also in red. 
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It has been claimed this dome and associated flows 

are actually just a large rock glacier and thus it is not 

even a volcanic vent [17]. This was based, as they 

stated, on just air photographs and apparently, they 

never visited the Nateekin Valley even though it 

contains one of the most important rift zones of Ma-

kushin Volcano. But the region of this Holocene 

vent has had shallow seismic activity (AVO catalog) 

[20] and extensive dike swarms are exposed on its 

south and east sides. It also consists of a slightly 

elevated dome that makes it difficult for any talus 

and/or landslide material to deposit directly onto its 

top especially since nearby ridges are not that much 

higher. But enough altered inclusions/xenoliths exist 

in the lava flows to possibly allow some movements 

downslope with time. But no such movements were 

observed on its fluvial eroded sides. In fact, I would 

argue that no such movements have occurred for 

eight thousand years!  The older and main eastern 

flow (Figure 8, eastern yellow arrows) still pre-

served its main lava flow block-falls and pull-away 

crevasses in its main upper channel. Ash falls in this 

region during the Holocene have not been enough to 

fill these crevasses. 

 

5.2. Dike swarm striking N 55ᴼ W ± with a steep 

NE dip  

The dome is positioned on a major dominantly NW 

oriented dike swarm with a few Quaternary dikes 

being present as based on the lack of any significant 

alteration. These dike swarms extend SE into the 

head region of Captains Bay (point B in Figure 2) 

with a general dominant strike of N 55ᴼ W which 

includes a surprising steep NE dip (Figure 11). 

NNW striking faults that steeply dip NE also exist 

and are fairly plentiful cutting across many of the 

dikes. These dikes were not found to extend into the 

Captains Bay Pluton [1], which is  immediately SE 

of the Shaisnikof River. Possibly these dikes were 

cut off by the strike-slip fault (Figure 2). The domi-

nant N 55ᴼ W ± strike of the dikes suggests a fairy 

rigid crust that would reflect the direction of region-

al maximum horizontal tectonic stress [24]. There-

fore, any large magma bodies would be at a depth of 

at least 7 km. Yet, the existence of the dome is evi-

dence itself of some very shallow magma during the 

Holocene. 

 

5.3. Vertical dikes striking N 55ᴼ W ± 

Downstream of the Nateekin River just below the 

Nateekin dome, numerous vertical dikes are well 

exposed along the southern and eastern river banks 

and nearby steep mountain slopes. They number 

over a hundred with somewhat parallel faults occur-

ring as well. They occupy the region between the N 

65ᴼ E left-lateral strike-slip fault near the Nateekin 

dome and the N 60° E right-lateral strike-slip fault 

just east across the Nateekin River from the Na-

teekin landslide (Figures 4, 6 and 8). The strike-slip 

faults appear to reflect an offset in spreading magma 

bulges/ridges in a fairly rigid crust in the northeast-

ern Unalaska Island region. In this particular area of 

vertical dikes, the magma body would have been 

directly beneath and most of the intruding dikes took 

on a principally vertical N 55° W orientation. This 

would be the direction of expected maximum hori-

zontal tectonic stress [24, 31]. 

 

5.4. Dikes striking N 55ᴼ W ± with a steep SW 

dip 

Most of the dikes observed in the upper Nateekin 

River drainage fall into the N 55° W ± dike group 

usually with a steep SW dip.  They were quite com-

mon just upstream of the Nateekin landslide toe of 

Figure 8 and were a major influence on the direction 

of stream flow in this somewhat rugged Nateekin 

canyon area before reaching the toe of the recent 

landslide. But one of the most significant N 55ᴼ W ± 

striking dikes in the upper Nateekin valley is the SW 

dipping one (Figure 3) that was cut by the N 54ᴼ W 

striking Geothermal Discovery Well Fault (Figure 

4). But dike swarms of the N 55ᴼ W ± group in the 

upper Nateekin valley are less common and do not 

even compare to the impressive vertical dike 

swarms downstream of the Nateekin valley dome 

and associated flows and to the NE steeply dipping 

dike swarms east of the Nateekin dome toward the 

Captains Bay (Figure 11; Site B on Figure 2). Far 

NW of Nateekin valley, a nice N 55ᴼ W striking ba-

saltic dike dipping to the NE can be seen on the 

northern flank of Makushin Volcano (Figure 9). 

 

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_17
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_20
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_24
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_24
https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_31
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5.5. Second most common but gigantic N 74° W ± 

dike group 

The second most common dike group for this Na-

teekin valley region is the N 74° W ± [9]. These 

dikes are fairly common in the heart of the upper and 

mid Nateekin valley and were rarely observed to the 

north and less so to the south. One of the largest and 

most impressive dikes of this group intruded Quater-

nary Makushin volcanics and is exposed just below 

the highest peak in the mid Nateekin valley just 

above the reactivated landslide and above the faults 

shown in Figure 6. It is indicated in Figure 6 as UN-1

-R-83 and at this exposure it has an amazing width of 

21 meters. It is an  andesitic dike striking N76° W 

with a steep 86° NNE dip. It has massive horizontal 

columnar jointing and a large sample of it (UN-1-R-

83) is at the Alaska Geologic Materials Center in An-

chorage, Alaska.  Of special interest, it is located 

right at the epicenter of the second largest earthquake 

of the 2020 swarm; the 4.12 ml 2020/06/16 00:34:14 

event (Figure 4). This earthquake had a focal mecha-

nism strike determination of N 74° W (106°, 52°, -

118°) and a hypocenter depth of 6.64 km. Its strike is 

almost identical to that of the observed dike, but the 

dip is much more gentle to the SW.  Both align di-

rectly with the general direction of the recognized A 

to B (Ab) rift zone of this region (Figure 2)! 

 

5.6. Other dike groups recognized 

Dikes were also observed in the upper Nateekin Riv-

er drainage that not only represented (reflected) by 

strike and dip of all four fault groups recognized in 

the 2020 earthquake swarm but also by other groups 

such as the N 80ᴼ E ± strike-slip group (Section 3.6) 

[9, 21]. Of the less common dike groups, the N 36° E 

± striking reverse (fault) group was more common 

than the N 50ᴼ E ± striking (fault) group. These N 

50ᴼ E ±  strike-slip faults appear to mark crustal 

boundaries between the various dip variations (NE, 

vertical, SW) for the N 55ᴼ W ± group of faults and 

dikes. Their strike movement rate and even motion 

direction probably reflect dike formation rates and 

locations in the crust next to the given strike-slip 

faults involved. Just the fact that all recognized fault 

orientation groups correlate with observed dike orien-

Figure 9. Active reverse fault striking N 27° E with a dip of 70ᴼ NW just 6 km NNE of Makushin Volcano cal-

dera N ridge on 9 August 1982, Figure 2. Ten meter vertical offset was measured of a Makushin lava flow cap-

ping the Unalaska Formation. A basaltic N 55° W striking dike dipping NE is exposed on the down block.   
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tation groups raises a strong argument that the fault-

ing and diking processes are related. In addition, the 

fact that N 60ᴼ E ±, N 65ᴼ E ± and even N 80ᴼ E ± 

strike-slip faults occur (Section 3.4) suggest that the 

true maximum horizontal tectonic stress direction 

might not be N 55ᴼ W ± but instead a more N 45ᴼ W 

± for the non-magmatic rigid crust of this region.  

This was a value originally estimated by Nakamura et 

al. [24]. 

 

6. THE "Ab" RIFT (FAULT) ZONE AND ASSO-

CIATED MAGMA BODIES 

The A to B  (Ab) fault zone is part of a prominent N 

74ᴼ W ± rift zone of Makushin Volcano that extends 

from the fumarole field no. 2 on the ESE flank of 

Makushin Volcano, extending ESE across the Na-

teekin River valley up to the Shaisnikof River valley 

of Captains Bay (Figure 2). It appears to be an exten-

sion of the N 70ᴼ W Holocene Point Kadin volcanic 

rift zone on the WNW flank of Makushin Volcano [1, 

17]. This Ab rift zone is dominated by N 70ᴼ W ± 

striking normal faults that are mainly steeply dipping 

SW as the identified (b) cluster of the WNW striking 

normal fault group of the June 2020 earthquake 

events. These represented all of the normal faulting 

that was driving the mid Nateekin 2020 earthquake 

cluster (Figure 4). Such faulting also occurred in the 

more northern 2020 earthquakes cluster along with 

numerous normal faults striking N 54° W ± (Figure 

3; the 2020 June and July earthquake cluster (a) 

group). These N 54ᴼ W ± faults appear to be off-

shoots from the N 74° W ± faults of the main Ab rift 

zone. They are following the N 54ᴼ W ± direction of 

maximum horizontal tectonic stress [24].  

  

The magma bodies appear to be very shallow on the 

east flank region of Makushin Volcano (kms) and 

extends to the ESE through the Nateekin valley re-

gion as based on seismic data [12, 22]. A N 74° W ± 

oriented bulge would be expected to result above the 

Ab rift zone. Of prime interest, if extensive magma 

bodies exist at very shallow depth, the crust above 

will lose its tectonic-caused N 55ᴼ W ± maximum 

horizontal stress direction to a more hydrostatic uni-

form stress field [30] with spreading occurring from 

the N 74° W ± oriented bulge axis. This is possibly 

why the N 28° E ± reverse fault is more perpendicu-

lar to the Point Kadin (Makushin) rift zone of Section 

3.5. At this location it has extensive shallow magma 

bodies of more hydrostatic uniform stresses. The mid 

Nateekin valley 2020 earthquake cluster would be 

directly above similar shallow magma bodies of the 

Ab rift zone. This rift is spreading from this WNW 

oriented shallow magma body and reflects a more 

hydrostatic stress field of shallow and most likely 

connected magma bodies [30, 31, 32] at least as far 

southeast along the rift zone to the Nateekin dome. 

Spreading caused by such a magma bulge would re-

sult in an even more active WNW rifting that could 

result in significant earthquakes (up to 5ml) and 

eventually even more mafic volcanic eruptions. As 

fractures extend further away from a shallow magma 

body, they would reflect more the regional tectonic 

stress. This helps explain the N 54° W ± regional 

fractures following the direction of maximum hori-

zontal tectonic stress direction as they are future 

away from the massive regional N 74ᴼ W ± oriented 

magma body of the Ab rift zone. This indicates that 

there is indeed fairly extensive shallow magma in the 

Ab rift zone, which helps explain the massive 21 m 

wide U-2-R-82 N 76° W striking dike (Section 5.5; 

Figure 6). Magma bodies NE and SW of this Ab rift 

zone would be expected to be smaller. Such smaller 

magma bodies would have less effect in reducing the 

regional tectonic crustal stress field to a more hydro-

static one as suspected at the Ab rift zone. 

 

Originally it was interpreted that the N 70ᴼ W rift 

zone of Makushin Volcano was formed as a N 55ᴼ W 

± fracture zone that originally reflected the direction 

of maximum horizontal tectonic stress. It would have 

been crustally rotated to its present position [9]. But 

no geologic data has been so far found to support this 

model. The simplest explanation for this N 70ᴼ W ± 

rift zone would be for extensive magma bodies at 

depth having roughly the same orientation as the re-

sulting rift that is spreading. 

 

Bulging of the Makushin Volcano broad east flank 

region of up to 7 cm between October 1993 to Sep-

tember 1995 was document [11], which is on this 

Makushin Volcano Ab ESE rift zone. But right lat-
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eral strike-slip dominated during the 2020 earthquake 

cluster, suggesting differential spreading was indeed 

occurring during this earthquake cluster. This indi-

cates magma intrusions are occurring at depth con-

temporaneously with the faulting in this region and 

they are likely triggering additional movements of 

the different fault types (groups). Also occurring are 

significant steeply dipping reverse faulting as repre-

sented by the N 36ᴼ E group (Section 3.5). This sug-

gests prior magma uplift followed by immediate 

down-drop during the recent earthquake swarm 

as magma flowed and formed dikes. Such sus-

pected bulging and deflation events, called here 

down-lift, should be confirmed with tilt meters 

and/or GPS. Diking would be expected along all 

of the recognized fault groups during this recent 

swarm [30, 31, 33] and such dike orientations for 

the past have indeed been found throughout the 

northern Unalaska Island [1, 9, 17] that includes 

the Nateekin River basin. 

 

7. VOLCANIC HAZARDS 

The Makushin Volcano does pose a hazard to 

any geothermal development at or near the ST-1 

hydrothermal well [34]. Fortunately, the latest 

caldera forming event of Makushin Volcano was 

about 8,500 years ago [35, 36]. The Nateekin 

River drainage basin is the only major drainage 

basin in the immediate Makushin Volcano that 

has a natural mountain barrier protecting it from 

any future direct pyroclastic blast from this vol-

cano. In fact large Holocene pyroclastic deposit 

are lacking in the Nateekin River drainage basin. 

Yet, this basin has been ignored for any geother-

mal development potential directly within the 

basin or indirectly from the immediate Makushin 

Volcano flank region.   

 

The Nateekin valley is dominated by the Ab rift 

zone that has potential of not only producing lo-

calized earthquakes but volcanic eruptions as 

well (Section 6). But, unlike Makushin Volcano, 

such eruptions would be more mafic and should 

not pose the pyroclastic hazards that Makushin 

Volcano does. Neverthe-less, volcanic risk exists 

and associated earthquakes could be as large as 6 

ml given the regional extent of the rift zone. The 

risk of lava flows also cannot be ruled out given 

the existence of the massive U-2-R-82 dike and 

the Nateekin dome with its associated flows. 

Figure 10.(a) A Google oblique view looking north 

mid-summer 2020 of the reactivated mid Nateekin 

River valley landslide. Three other recent landslides 

can also be seen in the upper right of this view and 

numerous other small slides were detected in this 

immediate area downstream. These are all suspected 

to be directly associated to the June and July 2020 

shallow earthquake swarm. (b) A vertical Google 

view with north being vertical mid-summer 2021 of 

the reactivated mid Nateekin River valley landslide. 

The slide appears fairly stable with displaced 2020 

vegetation is dead.   

https://www.siftdesk.org/article-details/Geologic-aspects-faults-landslides-and-volcanic-dikes-of-the-Nateekin-River-shallow-earthquake-swarm-of-15-June-2020-near-Makushin-Volcano-Unalaska-Island-Alaska-USA/10786#_ENREF_30
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CONCLUSION 

The epicenters and focal (fault) mechanism determi-

nations of the larger June and July 2020 shallow 

earthquake cluster of the Nateekin River valley corre-

late with recognized faults of the region and even 

with landslides. If the field correlations with seismic 

data are correct, these earthquakes are actually shal-

lower and further to the east from Makushin Volcano 

than indicate by the AVO catalog. Four groups of 

faults have been recognized based on these field ob-

servations and focal (fault) mechanism determina-

tions for the larger earthquakes for this cluster. This 

is not representative of a tectonic earthquake that 

would have dominantly only one type of repeating 

aftershocks. Instead, this 2020 earthquake cluster was 

represented by four distinct earthquake group types. 

These four fault groups are:  (a)  a N 54ᴼ W ± normal 

fault with a 44° ± dip to the SW, (b) a N 74ᴼ W ± 

normal fault with a steep dip to the S, (c) a N 51.5° E 

± right-lateral strike-slip, and (d) a reverse fault strik-

ing N 36ᴼ E ± dipping 60° ± NW. The earthquakes 

appear to cluster into two main regions:  a mid Na-

teekin valley cluster that is located on the Ab N 74ᴼ 

W ± rift zone that is spreading from its WNW axis; 

and a  N 54° W ± splinter from this rift zone that fol-

lows more the regional maximum horizontal tectonic 

stress direction for the region. A right-lateral N 51.5ᴼ 

E strike-slip fault separates the two epicenter clusters 

as represented by a 3.1 ml event. This type of fault 

movement is evident of magma intrusion at different 

rates at various locations.  The largest reverse-fault 

earthquake of 3.7 ml marks the western boundary of 

the NW splinter cluster. This group of reverse faults 

probably repeats at other locations and could repre-

sent a significant structural control of the main geo-

thermal fields and even of Makushin Volcano.  

 

There is value in combining field observations with 

seismic observations. It does appear that magmatic 

bodies exist beneath the Nateekin River basin as 

based on geologic and seismic data. The Ab fault 

zone is dominated by N 74° W ± striking normal 

faults as represented in this earthquake cluster that 

likely extends to the Holocene Point Kadin N 70ᴼ W 

± rift zone on the NW flank of Makushin Volcano. 

The NNE reverse fault earthquake that marked the 

Figure 11. N 55ᴼ W ± striking dike swarm and fault zone that strikes across the ridge top toward the Nateekin 

volcanic dome (Figure 2). These dikes are steeply dipping to the NE with parallel and near parallel normal 

faults. A N 57ᴼ W  striking fault is shown in red. These faults and dikes are part of the Ab rift zone. This early 

summer 1984 view looking NW is of student Mark Ripley.  
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eastern boundary of this 2020 earthquake cluster 

probably reflects a major down-lift structure follow-

ing magma loss due to dike growth, which probably 

mirrors similar structures in the NNE oriented fuma-

role fields found at the east base of Makushin Volca-

no and even at  the Makushin Volcano summit re-

gion. The NE oriented strike-slip faults appear to 

mark the boundaries of different fault and dike NW 

oriented types having roughly the same strikes and 

dips.  This field observation possibility reflects mag-

matic dike growth with time and location within the 

different crustal sections between these NE oriented 

strike-slip faults. These strike-slip  motions may 

change rates and even reverse directions depending 

on the rate and/or location of intrusive dike growth, 

especially in the active Ab rift zone.  

 

It is hoped that this report sheds some light on the 

geologic and geothermal processes of the northeast-

ern Unalaska Island, especially since actual geother-

mal development activity has finally started again. 

Over 40 years of research on my part are represented 

in this report, which is only a blink for geologic time. 

Scientific experts, including even myself, need to 

realize that there is much more to learn about this 

active region of Alaska.  
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